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ABSTRACT 
The classical Kirc1rho.f'~ theory nf diflraction by u &cular aperture in a 

co,dwfing filjii?ite screen is modifieii by faking inro account the phase change 

iniroducrd by ihe circular dielectric disc and also ihe efect  of multiple internal 

refleciions rrrking place inside the disc. The difrartaon putterns thus obtained 

fionz appropriate vibration spirals and computed as furtction o.f the cliametei- and 

fhickn~rs o f  the disc agree avil with the experimental diflraction pafiems. The 
constructional derails and characfrrisrics of rhc. image piane apparatus d@l,elopecl 

and nmd for rhe meosurrment o f  the Jiffraciior patterns and back scattering 

cross-seelions rue discussed. 

The problem o r  diffraction and scattering of electromagnetic waves by 
dielectric discs of different shapes has assumed considerable importance due 
to the development of microwave optics. Theoretical solutions for this 
problem are based on the boundary value method empioying either an 
integral equation approach or a set of eigen-functions to represnt rhe incident 
and scailered fields. Asymptotic series solutions are normally enlployed to 
evaluate the integrai equation or the eigen-functions. This method of 
approach is limited by the slow convergence of the series for objects whose 
dimensions are large compared to the wavelength of the incident wave. 
The evalnation of  eigen-functions by using logarithmic derivative potentiah', 
perturbation technique2, the application of Rumsey's reaction concept 

'DL. M. S Rarnacliandraiah is a t  vresent w,th  the chair of Electromagnetism and 
Miiirawaws a t  ths Fedcral Iltitituts of  Technology, Department Elrctriclty, Chemin 
da tiellerive 16, 1007--Lau Same (Switzerland). 
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assuming volume polarisation of currents by Cohen4, extension of cohensr 
work by sticklers and mod.ifiedfi geometrical optics technique developed by 
Keller7 have ail  contributed significantly to the progress of theoretical studies 
of s;alterl:lg and diffraction by dielectric bodies. Rigorous theoletical 
solutions for an infinite dielectric cylinder as a boundary value problem by 
Lord Ray1eigha and exact solution to  the problem of scattering by a dielectric 
sphere of finite dielectric constaflt and conductiviiy by Mie9 have, however, 
laid the fundame~ta l  basis for such theoretical studies. 

The image plane technique developed by Kodislo and its molilfied farm 

known as double image plane technique by Row", the experimental work by 
Wiles and IM~lay'~,  the measurement of diffraction fields by Severin and 
Baeckmann", the measurement of backscattering cross-sectlon of water 
droplets by using an image plane slotted line section by Aden' have helped 
considerably to standardise experimental technique for the study of d~ffrac 
tion and scattering by dielectric bodies a t  K, X and S bands. However, 
information regarding experimental and theoretical investigations in the near 
and Fresnel zones of diffraction fields around dielectric discs, the effect of 
disc parameters on the d~stribution of diffraction fields, the back scdttering 
cross-section of circular dielectric discs of diameters greater than a wave. 
length seems to be lacking. 

The paper presents a report of theoretical and experimental investigations 
on diffraction and back scattering of  microwaves a t  3.2 cm wavelength by 
dielectric discs of diameters greater than the wavelength. The investigations 
include an extension of KirchofF's theory of diffraction to  the case of 
d~ffraction by circular dielectric discs, measurement and analysis of diffrac. 
tion fields and backscattering cross-section of circuiar dielectric discs of 
different thickness, diameter and dielectric constant. It is hoped that the 
results of the present investigations will lead to  a better understanding of the 
mechanism of electromagnetic radiation from dielectric bodies. 

The problem of diffrac~ion and scattering of electro-magnetic waves by 
obstacles and apertures requires solution of the vector wave equation in the 
appropriate coordinate system and the application of proper boundary condi- 
tions. KirchhoffId formulated the problem of  diffraction by a hole in an 
infinitely thin conducting screen in the form of  a surface integral 

assuming a plane polarised monochromatic wave of wavelength h to be : 
incident on rhe aperture (Fig. 1). The amplitudes of electromagnetic field 
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FIG. 1 

Ceomerrr of  the diffracting aperture 

at the point of  observation p and on the diffracting aperture are given 
respectively by U, and U,. The phase angle of the Huygcn's wavelets at the 
element of area d o  is represented by 4 and ( l + c o s @  is the Fresnel's 
obliquity factor. By using proper transformalions eq. [l] becomes 
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which reduces lo  

Up= U, i [(sin fi i - i  cos 8) + (1 4- cos 0 )  - 1.1 [4! 

where, the wave riumber k:Z.rr/X and the phase of the outennost ring of the 
circular aperture cantr~buting to Lrg is 

In polar coordinates, eq. [4] aswmes the form 

(U,/U,)= 1-P  exp (-i  p) 

where, 

The plot of real vs imaginary components of U,/U, for varying values of 13 
is called the vibrat~on spiral. The value of the real component of ( a / U ,  
varies between 0 and 2.0, whereas, the value of the imaginary component 
varies between - 1  0 and + 1.0 for different values of fi, which can be varied 
by (i) keeping the diameter (20) of the aperture constant, and changing the 
distance z from the origin or, (ii) keeping z constant and changing the diameter 
of the aperture. Fig. 2 shows a vibration spiral for fixed values of z. The 
diffraction patterns corresponding to a vibration spiral are obtained in the 
following way. The first term on the right hand side of eq. [5] represents a 
vector of unit length and zero reference phase. The second term represents 
the vector AB. The resultant vector of OA and A5 is represented in arnpll- 
tudc and phase by OB. The term -exp (- i /3)  represents a rotating vector 
whose radius vector sweeps in a ncgative or clockwise direction. The iactoi 
P = ~ ( l t c o s @ )  causes Lhe length of the rotating vector to decrease as f l  
incieases. Thus when the vector AB is moved iound, the resultant goes 
through maxima and m ~ n i n a  as /3 passes through integral multiyles of K ,  

yieldinp the characteristic diffraction pdttern. 
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Vibra tpn  spiral for dlfraction at 2 - 2  A along thc axis for apertures of different radii. 
Radii of apertures are marked along the spiral 

Problems of diffraction by dielectric objects are similar lo corresponding 
problems involving conducting objects, but they are compiicated by the 
transparency of dielectric objects to high frequency electromagretic radiation 
and the presence of multiple internal reflections. The tlreory of diffraction 
by Kirchhoff is modified by taking into account (I)  the phase cilangc due to 
ike optic;il pa:h difference introduced by h e  d~cleciric object and (ii) the 
cflPft of 111ultiple internal reflections : 



3 plane polarise6 wave (A)  is incidetlt on  a thin homogenous isotropic 
lossless dielectric disc of dielectric constant €, and thickness 1 immersed 
free space of dielectric constant E,, lire optical path  drfference due to the 
presence of dielectric disc gives rise to t he  rollowing phase change: 

The resultant electric field a t  P is due to two components. oae  of &hicll 
cones  front the dlsc and the other from the  corresponding ~ o i n p i e r n e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
sheet extending to  infinity, but is displaced in phase 8 with respect to that of 
the disc. Hn Fxp 2, OB represents the field behind the  aperture and BA the 
field behind the complemelalary disc. 5A represents the field behind the 
same disc when the medium surrounding the  disc corresponds to a phase 
difference of 8 with respect t o  that  in case of field represented by BA. 
That is, the vector 5.4 is rotated through a n  angle 8 in the positive direction, 
Therefore, the held a t  P behind the disc is given by the new coordinates of 
BA, which when plotted in the complex plane gives the  new vibratml  spiral 
(Fig. 3). The diffraction pattern corresponding to the new spiral is obta~ned 
in the usnal way. 

(ii) Eflecd of infernal reflections : 

Mulriple internal re5ections of electromagnetic waves a t  the twowalls of 
the dielectric disc will introduce further phase displacement which can be 
laken into account by considcring the  theory of multiple beam i n t e r f e r e n ~ e ' ~ ~ ' ~ ,  
When a vertically polarised wave is incident normally on the disc, the trans- 
mitted electric filed E L  is given in terms o f  the incident electric field Ei ,  by 
the following relation ' 

where, the phase difference A due to internal reflection is 

A = 2 ( 2 ~ l A , )  id<, [d 

and T and 7' represent the transmissioo coefficient for a wave travelling from 
air to plate and from plate to a i r  and r is the  reflection coefficient for a wave 
travelling from ai r  into plate. 

The normalised amplitude and the  phase of the transmitted electric field 
are respectively given by 
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Vibration spirar for ax:al diffraction by a circular perspex disc f = 3 . 2  mm D = 4  i 
Distances along the dlsc axis are marked along the spiral 

The effect of multiple internal reflection is taken into account by using the 
new value of the field given by eqns. [9] and [lO] i n  plotting the vibration 
spiral (Fig. 4). 



Vibration spiral for axml diffraction by a perspex disk (6,=256, t = 4 h  ) qolid cu.ve%. 
Multiple reflection not considered Dashed curve: Mu!tiple reflections considered 
Distances along the axis of  the disc are marked along the spirals. 

The back scattering cross section u,of an obstacle is given by the well 
known definition". 

Tne back scattering cross section depends on the shape, size, material 
of the obstacle, wnvelength, polarisation and the shape of the wavefront of 
Ihe incident field. The theory of hackscattering by  d~electr ic  discs of 



~h~ b.ickscattering cross suction plotted as a function of disc diameier ill a 
log-!og graph paper yields a straight iine of slope 4 (Fig. 5 ) .  The experi- 
mental dctermiilation o f  a~ for dielectric discs showed also a fourth power 
dependence on the disc radius, but a, (dielectric disc) differed from a, 

disc) by a consrant factor equal lo  the reflectivity R of the dieleciric 
inaterial giveu by  

where, n = 1 / < ,  and E,, E, represent the arnpiiiudes of t h e  reflected and 
incident e l ec t r~c  fields respec~ivcly. 

The standing wave ratio method developed by Kingi9 is used to deterrninc 
u, which is given by 

n, = L i m 4 x l 2 / r j Z  
2 - + -  
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whcre, 

where, I.",= position of vollage maximum 

PV2 = position of voltage minimum 

I-  -- dislance belwccn the source and the obstacle in cnl. 

When lVt > W,, the S.W.R. is denoted hy S=S+ and /P I  is given by 
eq. [I51 with upper signs. But when pVl c WZ, S=S- and / r /  i s  glven by 
the same equation with lower signs. 

6.  IMAGE PLANE DIFFRACTION APPARATUS 

Fig. 6 shows a sketch of the image plane apparatus. The image plane 

formed by 0.125" thick duralumin sheet is of dimension 15 X x 86 h at A-3.2 cm. 



Backscattoring cross section as a function of disc diameter. 



7he sheets are mounted a height of 6 ft f r o ~ n  the ground level on top ,,f , ,lgid wooden structure. The set 8 is fixed ro the wooden frame and the 
o:her sst A ,  and C is m ~ a b k .  panels A and C can be moved in two 
murunl!y ~c rpend lcu ia r  directions on smooth alummiurn angles in the grooves 
brmed by thc fixed panels B. Panel A is 9 feet x 3 feet and carries a half 

horn E at one end and the diIfracting object I at the other. The 
horn illuminates h e  object uniformly. The transverse narrow panel C is 
6 iliches w ~ d c  and 9 feet long It carries a probe G at its center and can be 
moved across the image plane (parallel to the narrow sides) with the help of 

and pinion attachment mounted at the bottom of image plane. 

Separation between the horn and the probe ( E  and G) can be increased 
by sliding the source panel away from the probe, keeping the separarion 
between the source and the obstacle (I) conslant. The resulting air Sap in 
the image plane is filled up  hy duralunrin inserts (.125" th ickx 3 feet long). 
The inserts have been made with widths which increase from 0 5 X to 20.6 X 
in steps of half a wavelength. These inserts are accuratety milled to fit in 
flush with the rest of the image plane. Fo r  axial field and backscattering 
cross section measurements the image plane slotted line, section can he fitted 
in place of inserts. The inserts or thc slotted line section are  prevented 
from sagging by fixing a plywood sheet a t  the bottom of the image plane. 

All equipments and components except the obstacle, half horn and the 
probe protruding through the  slot are located below the image phne .  The 
isolation of the observer and all equipments from the observed fields makes 
it  possible t o  obtain reliable field measurements. 

The requirements to be fulfilled by the probe for the measurement of 
near and Fresnel Zone fields a r e  given by Richmond and Ticel*. The length 
of the monopole probe that groved satisfactory for the  measurement of 
transverse diffraction patterns was 0.25 X made of 20 SWG copper wire. 
The transverse probe protrudes into the diffraction field space above the 
image plane through a 0.125" diameter circular hole drilled in the center of 
the transverse probe panel. The probe is connected to  a crystal tuner the 
output of which is applied to a high gain detector amplifier. The span of  
movenient of the probe assembly is 90 cms across the image plane. The 
probe is moved by means of a Vernier attachment. 

The axial probe assembly (Fig. 7a and  7b) is employed to measure the 
shadow-zone axial fields and hackscat tc~ed fields. This probe is also a 
monopole of length 0 25 A and 1s fitted in a slotted line section. 
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8 .  B M A G E - $ L A ? ~ ~  SLOTTED LINE S ~ C T I O N  

~h~ generaI considerations which guide :he design of a conventional 
slotted line section such as high mechanical precision, low field 

distortion and itniform~ly of nlotion of the  probe have been taken inlo 
account in design~ng the imagc plane slotted line section, which is Constructed 
out of a 3' x 3' x 3.125" plane.duralnn?~~i sheet. A sloi 50 cm long and 2 
wide is milled d o n g  its centre hne.  The probe with ICS  associated coxlai 
connector is mounted in 2.5" x 8.5" x 0 5" plug of a hard diclectrx material. 
The plug's longer sides were milled parallel to each other and polished 10 a 
high degree of  smoothness. This plug with the probe moves smoothly 111 a 
guiding groove formed by Lwo 22" i! 1 5" x 0.5" sized dielectric strips of the 
same material. The guiding walls of these strips wele also mllled and 
polished to smoothness. The dielectric plug with the probe holder moxs 
an two 20' x 1" x0.25" sized polished aluminiunl strips attached to the 
dielectric strips that form the sides of thc guiding grove. T o  minimise the 
disturbances caused by the slot, the groove in which the probe rides, is 
cons~ruc~cd  in the form of half wavelength cavity with respect to the slotted 
plane. A short circuit formed a t  the bottom of this cavity is eiTectively 
transformed to a short circuit in the plane of the slot. When mounted on 
the image plane the sloi of the slotted line coincides with the horn axis. 

9.  PERFORMANCE OF THE DIPFRACTION APPARATUS 

In evaluating the performance characteristics o f  the diffraction apparalus 
the following aspects are considered ; (i) uniformity of illumination of the 
dif'iraciing object and (ii) symmetry of diffraction pattern. 

To evaluate the uniformity of illumination, transverse electric field 
iniensities were recorded on the imagc plane for diirerent separations between 
she horn and the probe. For  a distance greater than 100 h fi-om the horn. 
the W plane illumination was uniform ~ i t h i n + 5 0 / ~  of the maximum intensity. 
Over a span of more than 12 A. A direct evaluation o f  thc uniformity of 
phase distribution could not be made. The uniformity o f  illumination has 
also been evaluated indirectly by conducting experiments on slandard objects 
like cylinders conducting spheres and discs. A comparison of the experi- 
mental results obtained on this diffraction apparatus for a dielectric cylinder 
with the results published by Wiles and McLayZ' and the curve computed 
with the aid of the t h e o ~ y  given by Wait and FroeseZZ is shown in Fig. 8. 
The following Table 1 gives the results of rhe measurement of a, of con- 
ducting spheres. Tbe experimental values of o, are compared with the 
theonetical values of MentzerZ3. I t  can be seen from data in Table 1 that 
the results agree well with ?he already published results or other authors- 



Backscattering cross secllons of conducting spheres ~ , ~ 3 . 2  cm. 

Theoretical 
Radius of  the sphere (cms) Experimental 

cross sections cross section 
(in kr) Ref. 23 (in A?)  

The results of backscattering cross sections of conducting discs agree within 
&S% of the theoretical values. I t  may therefore be assumed that the per- 
formance of the diffraction apparatus is fairly satisfactory. 

The oieutric field 8, 1s polarmed in a direcrion (JJJ perpend~cular to the 
image plane (x-z), the horn axis being in the z-direction. It i.; assumed 
that the polarization of the electric field of the scattered field is the same as 
that of the incident electric field. The diffracted field intensities E, observed 
in the presence of the obstacle are normalised with respect to the incident 
field intensities E, observed at  the same points in the absence of the obstacle. 
The relative intensities are plotted as ordinates against normalised distance 
along abscissa. In  these patterns unity in the ordinate corresponds to 
incident elecrric field intensity. 

The axial diffraction patterns are determined with the aid of the axial 
probe assembly. The half circular dielectric disc is mounted between the 
horn and the travelling probe. The disc rests on its diameter symmztrically 
across the slot (Fig. 9). The disc is illuminated wi7h microwave power and 
the probe is moved in the slot in the shadow reg~ons of diffraction. The 
probe output indicated by the detector amplifier current is noted corresponding 
to each position of the probe. The disc is removed and the incident field 
intensity is noted under the same working condition. Flg. 10 shows some of 
the shadow zone axial diffraction patterns. 

The variat~on of the field intensity at  a fixed distance behind the 
diffracting disc has also been studied for z= 1 A, 2 h and 3 A as a function of 
disc thickness and diameter. Fig. 11 shows the patterns for z=  1 A.  
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DISTANCE ALONG THE A X J S  ( ~ l h )  

Shadow zone axial diffraction patterns. Perspex discs t=3.2 mm. 
The dotted line indicate the incident field intensity level 



R A D I U S  OF THE DISC ( ? / A )  - 
Shedow zonc Aeld intensities at  a distance of z = l i  on the axiz of a persfex disc 

as a function o f  disc n d i u s .  
-Thmreticni . . Fxperimental 
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12. TRANSVERSE DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 

The transverse diffraction patterns (Fig. 12 and 13) show the nature of 
n-ar and Fresnel zone fields behind the diffracting discs. The nature of 
transition of transverse fields from near zone to the far zone of the diffraction 
patterns of a perspex disc o f  thickness 6.4 mm and diameter = 4  A has been 
studled from z / h -  1.0 to 15.0 in steps of z/h=0.5 and some of the results are 
s!iown in Fig. 14. 

The eEect of the dielectric constant of the material of the disc on the 
nature of transliion of fields from near ro the far zone of the diffracted field 
has also been studied from z/A= l to 10. Some of the results are reported 
in Fig. 15 which shows a comparison of patterns for discs of difierent 
dielectric constants but of equal diameter and thiekness. 

Fig. 16 shows an interesting feature of the problem of diffraction by 
dielectric discs. The diffraction pattterns of two circular discs of equal 
diameter but of d~fferent dielectric constants and physical thickness, but 
havlng same optical thickness are compared. Perspex (c ,=2 .56)  disc of 
t - 6 . 4  mm offers a phase delay of 4 ~ "  and Hyiam ( ~ , = 4 . 2 )  of t z 3 . 2  mm. 
introduces a phase delay of 42" at  h = 3 . 2  cms. 

The obstacle is mounted on the slotted line leaving sufficient length of 
the slor free for the axial probe to travel between the horn and the obstacle. 
When the obstacle is illuminated by microwave power from the horn, the 
resulting standing wave pattern between the incident and backscattered flelds 
is measured by moving the probe along the slot. The maxlma and the 
minima are recorded a t  different positions along the slot and hence the 
v.s.w.r. is determined. The average hackscattering cross section is calculated 
by using eq. 111]. The backscattering cross section of dielectric and con- 
ducting discs as  functions of disc diameter are plotted (Fig. 5 )  on a log-log 
paper. The theoretical values of c r B  for metal discs are calculated from 
eq. [12]. 

(a) Shadow zone axial diffraction pattern : 

Some of the interesting features observed from the axial diffraction 
patterns (Fig. 10 and similar figures for different thickness 1 -43  mm, 
6.4 mm, etc.) are  : 

(i) A pronounced maximum appears in the shadow zone along the 
axis of the disc. 

(ii) The maxima and minima of the electric field occur in the plane of 
the disc. 



DISTANCE AWAY FROH TUE WORN A X I S  ( x / A )  --+- 

Transverse diffraction p a t t e m  pcrspexdisos, t-6.4 mm, Z - Z ~  . The d o r t t d  lines 
indicate the incident field intensity Icuel, 



Comparison ef near zone transverse diffraction patterns o f  rwo diffe~en: 
dielectric discs of  3 2 mm thickness (i=2 A). . . Micaiex -0-0- Prrspex. 
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DISTANCE AWAY f w n  SUE weu &IS (%/a) -- 
FIG. 14 

iranwcrsc diffraction patterns in diffirsnt planes behind tho perspsx disc 0 - 4  h. 
f=6.4 mm. Thc lotted lines indkates the inlensiry field intensity level 





Comparison of transverse diffraction patlerns o f  two discs of different dielectric 
constants but same optical thickness 

-. Perspex t=6.4 rnm D=4 E , = = Z . ?  
-0.0- Hylurn t=3.2 mrn D-4 x e,=4.2 

The dotted lines iodioate the iiic~dent feld intensity lcycl. 
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--- Ihoarot.kal Cune 

c--+-+ LxporimontQl points 

Distance Alcng Tho Axis (%) -9 

Axial diffraction pattern o f  a perspex circular 
DISC ( +-2.56,  t-3.2mm, D = 4 . 0 ~  .) 

oistance  tong r h e  Axis (%) - 
FIG 17h 

Axiai Diffraction pattern of a perfex circular 
Disc r-6.4 rnm, Dla=6.0 h ( 6 5 ' 3 " )  



(iii) The number of m:lxima and minillla Occurring along tile 
remain tlle same for a disc of  a given diamclcr i r r c spec~ jv~  of i t s  

thickncss. Thesc extvcrna occur essenti31ly at the same 
posj t~ons.  'The intensities of these pntterns vary aceording t, 
their optical thickness. 

(iv) The  number of maximil and lninirna appear lo  be equal to DIX, 
where D is the diamcter of the  disc  in wave-lengths. 

(v) A cojnparison between thcoretical and  experimental results of 
diffraction patterns for perspcx discs is shown in Fig. 17. ~h~ 
theoretical patterns are obtained from t he  vibration spirals shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. T h e  plots show that  Kirchl~off .~  
theory can predict fairly satisfactorily the positions or the maxima 
and minima of diffraction patterns. Values of  Theorericni 
intensities of thesc extrcma are also nearly same as those observed 
experimentally. 

(vi) It  is observed frcnl Fig. 11 (and other s i~n i l a r  figures for z = 2 X  
and z - 3 X  which are not reporied) that Lhc diffracted field 
intensities in the near field region vary in  a periodic manner. 
The peak intensity falls off gradually as the  radius of Ihs disc is 
ii~creased. This can be explained on the basis o f  Frensel zone 
theory. From Fig. 2 it i s  observed that a n  increase in the radius 
of  thc aperture corresponds t o  exposing increasing number of 
Frenscl zones that contribute to  the  varying phase relations st a 
paiticular point of observation on  the axis. This results in the 
o,ccurrence of successive maxima and  minima. 

(vii) For a fixed distance behind the  disc, the  maxima and minima 
occur at the same position for discs, of  equal radii,  irrespective of 
their optical thickness. Increased optical lhickness results in the 
increase of  intensity of the maxima and a decrease in  intensity of 
;he minima. 

(i) Fig. 16 shows that the patterns for  the  two discs of  same optical 
thickness in  each of  the transverse planes are identical both In 
positions and iniensiiies of the  extrema, except for  the intcnsity of 
the first extremum nearest l o  the  disc axis. All these patterns 
show that  the disc with greater physical thickness (perspex) yields 
large relative intensities near its axis than the d ~ s c  with smaller 
physical thickness. Except for this difCerence, the diffraction 
patterns may be considered to  be identical. This apparent discrz- 
pancy in  itensities has not been reported earlier by any author. 
It appears rhal for the development of a satisfactory theoretical 
solution to  the problem, the behaviour of  e1ectromagne:ic fields 
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near the d~elect r ic  edges of finiie thickness has to be understood. 
T h ~ s  aspect of the problem does not appear to have received 
attention from the workers in the field. 

(ii) Sharp maxima and minima characteristics of the near field regions 
are observed from the transverse diffraction patterns ( ~ l g .  12). 
The number of these maxima and minima occurring in any trans- 
verse plane in the near field increase in number with increas~ng 
disc diameter. I t  has been gbserved by Ehrlich er .  aiZ4 that for an 
aperture in a conducting screen, the number of maxima and minima 
in the H-plane of the aperture is equal to n when the aperture 
dlameter is equal to n h (n  is an integer). But no such general law 
could be established in the case of dielectric discs due to the 
complicated phase and coordinate relations in the near field of the 
obstacle. 

(iii) The dielectric constant has pronounced effects on the intensity of 
the pattern but no appreciable influence is observed on the nature 
of the pattern (Fig 13). 

(IV) The nature of transition of transverse fields from the near to the 
far zone region of dielectric disc (Fig. 14) shows a gradual deve- 
lopment of focuss~ng actlon after z=3A .  As the distance is 
further increased, the major lobe along the axis gain in intensity a t  
the expense of side lobes whlch diminish progressively both in 
number and intensity. With increasing distance from the disc, 
the major lobe grcws and broadens but continues to absorb the 
stde lobes. At z= 15 X which is almost the far zone of the disc, 
there is only one major lobe and well separated minor lobes. 

(v) Fig. 15 furnishes further a d d i t i o d  informatioq regarding the 
influence of dielectric constant on the nature of transverse fields in 
various zones of d ~ f f r a c t ~ o n  fields. It is obserLed that for each 
separation of the disc, the extrema of the patterns coinc~de almost 
exactly, but intensities change in a pronounced manner. 

(c) Backscattering Cross Section : 

Fig. 15 shows that a, for circular dielectric disc of diameters greater 
than a wavelength varies as the fourth power of the disc diameter as is the 
case for for conducting discs. It is found that a, for a dielectric disc of 
given thickness anddielectricconstant dlffers from the theoretical value of u, 
for conducting disc o f  corresponding diameter by a constant factor which is 
empirically found to be  equal to reflectivity R of the dielectric disc (eq. 12). 
The theoretical and experimental values of a, for perspex discs of t - 6 . 4  mm 
are glven in Table IT. Theoretical value have been computed by multiplying 
the theoretical values for conducting d ~ s c s  by the reflectivity of the dielectric 
discs calculated from eq. 1121. The reflectivity R-0.163 for perspex discs of 
thirkness t - 6 . 4  mm. 



TAULF 2 

Backscattering cross section o f  perspex discs (€,=2 56, t=6.4 mm) X=8.163 

The results of the present investigations lead to the following main 
conclusions : 

(i) Kirchhoff's t h e o ~ y  can be extended to calculate the shadow zone 
axml diirraction patterns of thin lossless circular dielectric discs, 
fairly satisfactorily. 

(ii) The effect of multiple internal reflections in a dielcctric disc is 
essentially to cliange the field intensity but not the nature of the 
diKraction patterns. 

(iii) Two diclecw~c discs of different dielectric constants and physical 
thicknesses but of equal optical thicknesses yield identical diffrac- 
tion patterns, except near their axes, where the intensities of 111~ 

extrcma di Ker. 

(iv) Uackscatlerlng cross-sections of dielectric discs of d~amcte r  greater 
than a wavelength vary as the fourth power o f  diameter as is the 
case with conducting discs. 

(v) Backscattering cross-section of a dielectric disc differs from that 
of a conducting disc of equal diameter by a constant f;ictor equal 
to i ts  reflectivity. 
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